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Beijing's Nuclear Qption 
Why a U.S,-Chinese War Could Spiral Out of Control 
Caitlin Talmadge · 

CAITLIN TALMADGE is Associate Professor of Security Studies at the Edmund A. Walsh School of 
Foreign Service at Georgetown University. This essay is adapted from "Would China Go Nuclear? 
Assess/,:,g the Risk of Chinese Nuclear Escalation ·in a Conventional War With the United 
States," International Security, Spring 2017. 

As China's power tia_s grown i_n recent years, so, too, has th_e risk ofwar with the United States. 
Under President Xi Jinping, China has increased its political and economic pressure 111 on Taiwan 

· and built miillfily jnstallatjons 121 on coral reefs in the South_ China Sea, fueli_ng Washington's fears 
that Chinese expansionism wffl threaten U.S. allies and influence in the,region. U.S. destroyers 
have transited the Taiwan Strait, to loud protests from Beijing. American policymak!'lrs have 
wondered al_oud whether they should send an aircraft.carrier through the strait as w.ell. Chinese 
fighter jets have intercepted U.S. aircraft in the skies above the South China Sea. Meanwhile, U.S. 
President Donald Trump has brought long-simmering economic d·isputes to a rolling b.oil. 

A war between the two countries remains unlikely, but the prospect of a military confrontation-· 
resulting, for example, from a Chi_nese campaign against Taiwan-no longer seems as implausible 
as it once did .. And the odds of such a confrontation going nuclear are higher than most 
policymakers and analysts think. 

Members of China's strategic community tend to dismiss such concerns .. Likewise, U.S. studies of a 
potential war with China often exclude nudear weapons from the analysis entirely, treating them as 
basJc_ally irrelevant to the course of a conflict. Asked about the issue in 2015, Dennis Blair, the 
former commander of U.S. forces in the lndo-Pacific, estimated the likelihood of a U.S.,Chinese 
nucle_ar crisis as "somewhere between njland zero 131." 

This assurance is misguided. If deployed against China, the Pentagon's preferred style of 
conventional warfare would be a potential recipe for nuclear escal_ation. Since the end oft_he Cold 
War, the United States' signature approach to war has been simple: punch deep into enemy territory 
in order to rapidly knock out the opponent's key military assets at minimal cost. But the Pentagon 
de11eloped this formula in wars against Afghanistan, Iraq, Ubya, and Serbia, none of which was a 
nuclear power. · 

China, by contras\, not only has nuclear ""'eapons; i_t has also intermingled them with its 
conventional military forces, making it difficult to attack one without attacking the other. This means 
that a major U.S. military campaign targeting China's conventional forces would likely also threaten 
its nuclear arsenal. Faced with sucti a threat, Chinese leaders could decide to use their nuclear 
weapons while they were still able to. 

As U.S. and Chinese l~aders navigate a relationship fraught with mutual suspicion, they mu~t come 
· to grips with the fact that a conventional war could skid into a nuclear confrontation. Although this 

risk is not high in absolut!'l term_i;;, its consequences for thl'l region and the world would l;Je 
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devastatin'g. As !Ong as the United States and China continue to pursue their current grand 
strategies, the risk is likely to endure. This means that leaders on both sides should dispense with 
the iUusion th.at tt:,ey ca.n easily fight a limited war. Th·ey should focus instead on managing or 
resolving the political, economic, and military tensions that might lead to a conflict in the first place. 

A NEW KIND OF THREAT 

There are some reasons for optimism. For one, China has !Ong stood out for its nonaggressive 
nuclear doctrine. After its first nuclear test, i_n 1964, China large_ly avoided the Cold War arms race, 
building a much smaller and simpler nuclear arsenal than its resources would have allowed. 
Chinese leaders have consistently charc,1cterized nuclear weapons as useful on_ly for dE:lterring 
nucle.ar aggression and co:ercion. Historically, this narrow purpose required only a handful of nuclear 
weapons that could ensure Chinese retaliation in the event of an attack. To this day, Ch_ina · 
maintains a "no first use 1•i" pledge, promising that it wfll never be the firstto use nuclear weapons. 

The prospect Of a nuclear conflict can also seem like a relic of the Cold War, Back then, the United 
States and its aUies live(j in fear of a Warsaw Pact offensive rapidly overrunning Europe. NATO 
stood ready to use nuclear weapons first to stalemate such an attack. Both Washington and 
Moscow also consistently worried that their nuclear forces could be taken out in a bolt-from-the-blue 

. nuclear strike by the other side. This mutual fear increased the risk that Orie superpower might rush 
to launch in the erroneous beliefthat it was already u_nder at.tack. Initially, the (ja_nger of 
unauthorized strike.s also loomed large. In the 1950s, lax safety procedures for U.S. nuclear 
weapons stationed on NATO soil, as well as minimal civilian oversight ofU.S. military commanders, 
ra.i.s.ed a serious _risk that nuclear escalation could have occurred without explicit. orders from the 
u.s. president. 

The good news is th.at these Cold War worries have little bearing on U.S.-Chinese relations today .. 
Neithefcountry c:Ouldfapidly overrun the other's territory in_a conventional war. Neither seems 
worried about a nuclear bqlt from t_he blue. And civHian po_litical control of nuclear weal)ons is 
relatively stron·g in both countries. What remains, in theory, is the comforting logic of mutual 
deterrence: in a war between two n\jclear powers, n_E:litherside win l;iunc_h a nud.ear strike for fear 
that its enemy will respond in kind. 

The bad news is that one other trigger remains: a cqnventional war that threl!t_ens Chin1:1'.s nuclear 
arsenal. Conventional forces can threaten nuclear forces in ways that generate pressures to 
escalate-especially when ever more capable U.S. conventional forces face adversaries with 
relat_ive_ly s_man and fragile nuclear arsenals, such as China. If U.S. operation·s endangered or 
damaged China's nuclear forces, Chinese leaders might come to think that Washington had aims 
beyond winning the conventional wiir-th_at it migh_t be seeking to disable or d~troy China's nuclear 
arsenal outright, perhaps as a prelude to regime change. In the fog ofwar; Beijing might reluctantly 
conclude that limited nuclear escalation-an initial strike smaU enough th.at it c9uld avoid fuU-scale 
U.S. retaliation-was a viable option to defend itself. 

STRAIT SHOOTERS 

The mostwOrrisorrie flash point for a U.S.-Chinese war is Taiwan. Beijing's long,term objective of 
reunifying the isla_nd with mainland C_hina is clearly 1n conflict with Washington's longstanding desire 
to maintain the status quo in the strait It is not difficult to imagine how this might lead to Ylar. For 
example; C_hina co.uld decide that the political or military Window for regaining control over the island 
was closing and launch an attack, using air and naval forces to blocka_deTaiwanese h_arbors or 
bombard the island. Although U.S. law does not require Washington to intervene in such a scenario, 
the Taiwan Relations Act stams1si that the United StatE:ls will "consider any effort to deterrni_ne the 
future of Taiwan by other than peaceful means, including by boycotts or embargoes, a threat to the 
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peace and secu"rity of the Western Pacific area and of grave concern to the United States." Were 
Washington to intervene on Taipei's behalf, the worl<:l's sole supe.rpower <3_nd its rising competitor 
would find themselves in the first great-power war of the twenty-first century. 

In the course of such a war, U.S .. conventional military operations would likely threaten, disable, or 
outright eliminate some Chinese nuclear capabilities-whether doing so wa_s WashJngt_on's sta~ed 
objective or not. In fact, if the United States engaged in the style of warfare it has practiced over the 
last 30 years, this outcome would be all but guaranteed. 

Consider su_bmari_ne warfare. China could use its conventionally armed attack submarines to 
blockade Taiwanese harbors or bomb the island, or to attack U.S. and allied forces in the region. If 
!_hat happened, the U.S. Navy wou_ld almost c_ertainly u_ndertake an antisubmarine campaign, which 
would likely threaten Chiria's "boomers," the four riuclear0 armed ballistic missile submarines that 
form its naval nuclear detE!rrent. China's convention_alJy an:ned a_nd nudear-a_rmed submarine_s 
share the same shore-based communications system·; a U.S. attack on these trahsrriitters would 
thus not only disrupt the activities of ~hina's attack submarine force but also c_ut off its boomers 
from contact with Beijing, leaving Chinese leaders unsure of the fate of their naval nuclear force. In 
addition, nuclear ballistic missile submarines depend on attack submarines for protection, just as 
lumbering bomber aircraft rely on nimble fighter jets. If the ·united States started sinking Chinese 
attack submarines, it would be sinking the very force that protects China's ballistic missile 
submarines, leaving the latter dramatically more vulnerable. 

Even rriore dangerous, U.S. forces hunting Chinese attack submarines could inadvertently sink a 
Chinese boomer in!ltei:ld. After au, at least some Ch_i_nese attack submarines might be escorting 
ballistic missile submarines, especially in wartime, when China might flush its boomers from their 
ports and try to send them within range of the continent.;il United States. Si.nee correctly identifying 
targets remain·s one of the trickiest challenges ofunder'sea warfare, a U.S. submarine crew might 
come within shooting range of a Chinese submarine without being su_re qf its type, especially in a 
crowded, noisy environmentlike the Taiwan Strait. Platitudes about caution are easy in peacetime. 
In wartime, when Chinese attack submarines might already have launched d_eatjly strikes, the U.S. 
crew might decide to shoot first and ask questions later. 

Adding to China:s sense of vulnerability, the small size of its nuclear-armed submarine force means 
thatjust t'No .suc_h i_ncide_nts 'A'ould elimi_nate half of its sea-based deterrent. Meanwhiie, any Chinese 
boomers that escaped this fate would likely be cut off from communication with onshore 
commanders, left 'A'ithout an escort force, an_d u_nable to return to destroyed ports. If that happened, 
China would essentially have no naval nuclear" deterrent. 

The situation is similar onshore, where any U,S. mHi~ary campaign wou_ld h_ave to contend with 
China's growing lahd-based conventional ballistic missile force. Much of this force is within range of 
Taiwan, ready to launch ballistic missiles against the island or at any allies coming to its aid. Once 
agai_n, U.S. vic_tory would hinge on the ability to degrade this conventional baliistic.missile force. And 
once again, it would be virtually impossible to do so while leaving China's riuclear ballistic missile 
force unscathed. Chinese conventional and nuclear ballistic missiles are often attached to the same 
base headquarters, meaning that they likely share trarisporuition arid suppiy networks, patrol . 
routes, and othe_r suppe>rting infrasiruct_ure. It is <!ISO possible that they sh.are some command-and
control networks, or that the United States would be unable to distiil!i"Uish between the conventional 
and nuclear networl<s even ifthey were physically separate. 

To add to the challerige, some of China's ballistic missiles can carry either a conventional or a 
nuclear 'A'arhead, and the two versions are virtually indistinguishable to U.S. aerial surveillance. In a 
war; targeting_ the conventional variants would likely mean destroying some nuclear ones in the 
process. Furthermore, send.ing manned aircraftto attack Chinese missile launch sites and bas·es 
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Of cciu"rse, Beijing could also take steps to ameliorate the problem, but this is just as unlikely. China 
has chosen t9 mount.both conventional and n_uclearwarheads on the same miss.ii.es and to atta_ch 
both conventional arid nuclear launch brigades to the same bases. It.likely sees sorrie strategic 
advantage in these linkages. Precisely because these entanglements raise the prospect of nuclear 
escalation, Beijing may believe that they contribute to deterrence-that they will make the United 
States less likely to gci to war in the first place. · 

But just as China benefi~~ if the United States believes t_here is no safe way to fight a war, the United 
States benefits if China believes that war would. result not only in China's coriveritional defeat but 
also in its nuclear d_isarmamer)t. In fact, the United States might believe th_at th_i_s fear could give it 
greater leverage during a conflict and perhaps deter China from starting one at all. 

In short, neither side may see much value in peace.time reassurance. Quitl:l the oppositl:l: they may 
be courting instabilhy. If this is the case, however, then U.S. and Chinese leaders should recognize 
the tradeoffs inherent in their chosen policies. The threat of esca!ation may make war less likely, but 
it _also makes war radically more dangerous if it does break out. This sobering reality should 
encourage leaders on both sides to find ways of resolving political, economic, and military disputes 
Ylithout resorting to a war that could rapidly turn catastrophic for the region and the world. 
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How to Avoid an Avoidable War 
Ten Questions About.the New U.S. Chi_na Strategy 
Kevin Rudd 

K~VIN RUDD is fqrmer Pri_me M_inister of Australia and President of the Asia Society Poiicy Institute 
in New York. This article is adapted from an address 111 the author delivered earlier this month at the 
U.S. Naval lnstittJte i_n Annapolis, 

This November,. we will commemorate the 100th anniversary of the end of what was called "the war 
to end all wars" between the great powers of the e,arly twe_ntie_th cent_ury. Of cou_rse, the warto end 
all wars turned out to be anything but.. Because of a catastrophic series of unintended 
consequences, more wars followed in its wake; and fhe geopol_itical map of the world has been 
redrawn three times since then. · 

When future generations look back on 2018, it could wen be as the year in which the relationship 
between the two great powers of the twenty-first century-the Uriited States and China-shifted 
from peaceful coexistence to a new form of confrontation, a_lthough its final trajectory remain_s far 
from certain. 

In a li~ 121 at the Hudson Institute earlier this month, U.S. Vice President Mike Pence accused 
Chi,na of unfair trade practices, intellectual property theft, increasing military aggression, and 
iriterference in the United States' domestic politics. The vice president's speech is the latf:lst in a 
long Hne of authoritative s_tatements arid policies from the trump administration redefining future· 

· U.S. strategy toward China. These include the U.S. National Security Strategy published last 
!Jecembe_r, January's new U.S. Defense Strategy, last month's Department of Defense report on the 
future of U.S. defense manufacturing and, of course, the initiation of the trade war with China in 
June. 

This series of doctrinal statements by the United. States has formally declared an end to a 40-year 
period of U.S. strategic engagement. with China, and its replacement wi_th a ne\'V period of strategic 
competiti_on. Afl rest on the assumption tl:iat engagement has failed; that China's domestic market 
has no.I opened up sufficiently to foreign export and investmentpenetrJ:ition; that, rather than 
becoming a responsible stakeholder in th.e global rules-based order, China is now developing an 
.alternative international order with Chinese characteristics; and that instead of becoming more 
democratic in its domestic politics, Beijing h_as now deci.ded to double down as a Leninist state. 

Washington's decision to push back against Chinese foreign policy and economic strategy is an 
inevitable structura_l response to the fact that China's aggregate military and economic power has 
now begu·n to challenge U.S. global dominance. This radically new approach to U.S. declaratory 
pql_icy toward Chi_na also appears to have attracted widespread support across U.S. government 
agencies, from the U.S. Congress, and from a wide cross-section of U,S. businesses; But as U.S. 
strategists think through its operational implications, they will need to anticipate and deal with a 
number of potential unintended consequence~induding the possibility of a rapid escalation from 
strategic competition to decoupling to confrontation, contairi·ment, and, perhaps, ultimately, to armed 
conflict. · · 
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TEN QUESTIONS ABOUT STRATEGIC COMPETITION 

The United States and its partners and allies around the world will need to consider a number of 
critical questi_ons as Was_hington undertak_es the translation of this fundamental change in 
declaratory strategy into operational policy. First, what is the United States' desired endpoint? What 
does the United States do if China does not acquiesce t_o the demands outlined i_n the vice 
president's speech-including a "fair and reciprocal" trade deal, and ends to "the theft of American 
intellectual property" and "the predatory practice of forced technology transfer"-but instead 
explicitly rejects them? What happens if the new U.S. strategy not only fails to produce the desired 
objective but instead produces the reverse, namely an incre,asingly _mercaDtilist, nat_ionalist, and 
comb_ative China? There are two broad possibilities here: either Beijing will concede to the changes 
that Washington wants, or it will double down on its current policies. 

Second, if we are now in a period of strategic competition, what are the new rules of the game? 
How can Washington reach a common understanding with Beijing as to what these new rules might 
be? Or are there now to be no rul_es o_ther than those which may be fashioned over time by the new 
operational dynamics of strategic competition? How, for example, will the United States now 
manage d_angerous incidents at sea (such as recenUy occurred when a Chinese warship came 
within 45 yards of the USS Decatur's bow); incidents in the air; cyberattacks; nuclear proliferation; 
strategic competition in thi_rd countries; the purchase and sale of U.S. Treasury Notes; the future of 
the exchange rate; arid other major policy dOmains? 

Third, and closely related to these fi~.t tlNo questions, is whether or not any common strategic 
narrative between China and the United States is now possible to set the conceptual parameters for . 
the future bilateral relationship. In the absence of new rl!les that delimit th_e parameters of the 
relationship, and without a common conceptual framework ofwhat the relationship is ultimately 
about, how can these two powers avoid, consciously or subconsciously, simply sliding into a new 
Cold War? And then a hot one? 

Fourth, to the extent that some U.S. strategic planners may be conside_ring further reorienting U.S. 
China policy from strategic competition toward full-blooded containrnerit and comprehensive 
economic decoupling, George Kennan's famous "Long Telegram" of 1946 and his "X" article on"~ 
Sources of soviet Conduct 1,1," published in Foreign Affairs the following year, are worth a ca"reful 
rereading. Kennan argued that if properly contained the Soviet Union would likely brea_k up under 
the weight of its i_ntemal pressures. It would be a heroic assumption, however, that holds that in a 
new Cold War, the Chinese system would collapse under the weight of its own internal 
contradictions should a similar policy be applied. It might. But the size ofChina's domestic 
economy, the extent of its continuing economic engagement with the rest of the non-U.S, world, 
together with the new tech_nologies of political control now ava_ila_b_l_e to an authoritarian state, sho_uld 
give those who think that China will turn out just like the Soviet UhiOn pause for thought. 

Fifth, is the United States convinced that Chinese authoritarian capitalism actu~Uy poses a potent 
ideological challenge to democratic capitalism, the way that Soviet communism Once did? The 
Soviet.Union constructed client regimes around the world of a similar ideological nature to its own. 
Is the.re evid_e_nce that China is doing the same? If there is, what is the evidence to date of China's 
success or failure? Or is China doing something qualitatively _different~ssentially being agn_ostic 
a_bout t_he domestic political systems of other states, while still building their own coalition of the 
willing around the world based on the growing size of China's global economic footprint, to be dra'A'n 
upon when Chinese foreign policy interests are at stake? 

Sixth, is the United States prepared to make a strategic coum_eroffer to the world to the financial and 
economic commitment reflected in a multitrillion-dollar set of Chinese programS--:-including the Belt 
and Road Initiative, concessional loans, and bilateral aid flows? Or wm Washington continue to 
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slash its own aid budgets and reduce the size of its foreign service? The United States won we.stern 
Europe from the Soviet Union because of the Marshall Plan. It will not win its strategic competition 
with China on the basis of fine sentiment alone in Eurasia, Africa, and Latin America. .. . - . ' '. . . . .. ' . . . . ., . 

Seventh, beyond concession·af finance and grant aid, there is the broader q·uestion of how the 
United States will compete over time with the magnitude of China's trade and investmen~ vo.lumes in 
bot.h A~ia an.d Europe. How will the cancellation of the Trans-Pacific Partnership with Asia and the 
Transatlantic Trade and lnvestmerit Partnership, its counterpart with Europe, affect the r~lative 
significance of the United States as a trade, investment, and technology partner with these regions 
in the future? Beijing is already a bigger economic partner with Asia and Africa than with 
Washingtqn. Europe and Latin America are likely to follow. 

Eighth, for these and other reasons, how confident is the United States that its friends and allies 
around the world wiU embrace i~s newty competitive strategy toward Ch.ina? 1\11any U.S. allies may 
decide to hedge their bets, waiting Until it.becomes clearer whether this U.S. shift is permanent and 
whether it will succeed. 

Ninth, what ideational case can the United States make to the world for supporting its new strategy 
as an alternative to Chinese regional and global domination? Pence consciously and eloquently 
couche.d his call to arms in terms of U.S. interests. But he made no appeal to the international 
comri1unity based on common interests and shared values, which have been histqrically articulated 
though the U.S.-led, rules-based order crafted after World War II. Where is the shining city on the 
hill? Or are we left with a choice between one realist power and another? 

Fi.na.lly, U.S. a.nd aUJed strategists need also to consider how a major cie·avage in U.$.-Chinese 
relations would affect the global economy and global action on climate change in the more 
i.mmed.iate le.rm. A rad.ical decoupli,ng ofthe U.S. and Chinese economies co.uld lead bilateral trade 
to collapse., or else fall significantly; this shock would in turn have a significant negative impact on 
U.S. and globcil growth in 4019, possibly even triggering a worldwid.e recession. Or consider the 
just-released United Nations report on climate change, which warns of potential planetary disaster 
because the world's major c:arbo.n emitt~rs have failed to tak.e adequate action so far. What wffl 
happen if China reverts to its own more limited national 111easures at carbon n,itigation in the 
absence of a functioning global envi.ronmental order? China is at present bound by its commitments 
made under the 2015 Paris agreement.on climate change. The United States' absence fron, the 
negotiating table is already seeing a weakening of that nigime. China n:iay use formal U.S. 
withdrawal from Paris, or a wider collap·se in the U.S.-Chinese relationship, to walk away altogether. 
Although the current U.S. administration may not care about this, practic:aUy aU ofit$ a.llies do. 

A THIRD WAY? 

· Those who have spent decades dealing professionally with the rise of China in general, and the 
U.S.-Chi.nese relationship in particular, know that these are challenge·s of formidable intellectual and 
policymaking complexity. Nonetheless, I fear that the public space for open, considered debate and 
disCU$Sion on the China question is shrinking as name-calling grows. There is a danger that those 
who seek to address cori1plexity are accused of being China appeasers or "panda huggers." And 
that those who recommend a harder-line approach are simply written off as unrequited C.old War 
warriors or just.plain Warmongers. We also rieed to be wary of the emergence of any form of new 
McCarthyism, whereby anyone seeking to explain the complexity of China's rise is simply accused 
of "un-America'n'' activities if they off a complex response to what are otherwise rendered as simple 
but critical questions-namely what is China now doing, whatis different, and what should the rest 
oftis do about it. There are already tremors of this emerging amund the edges of I.he foreign and 

. strategic policy community, including think tanks and the academy. What we should all be seeking, 
at critical times like this, is analytical and policy cJarity. 
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At this stage of the unfolding great global debate on China, as a lifelong supporter of Australia's 
100-year ~ll_iance 'A'ith the United States, I'm on the s_i_de of avoiding an unnecessary war between 
the United States and China .. In other words, both Washington and Beijing, together' with others in 
the internation~I communi:ty, need to identify 'A'hether there is a credJ_ble t_hi_rd way, beyond th_e · 
demands of either capitulation or confrontation, to help navigate our way through the Thucydidean 
dilemma that we now confront. 
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